2.5: Autonomous Differential Equations

A differential equation is called *autonomous* if it can be written as

\[
\frac{dy}{dt} = f(y).
\]

Notice that an autonomous differential equation is *separable* and that a solution can be found by integrating

\[
\int \frac{dy}{f(y)} = t + C
\]

Since this integral is often difficult or impossible to solve, we will investigate the solution by looking at the direction field. Direction fields of autonomous differential equations are easy to construct, since the direction field is constant for any horizontal line. One of the simplest autonomous differential equations is the one that models exponential growth.

\[
\frac{dy}{dt} = ry
\]

As we have seen in many prior math courses, the solution is

\[
y = C_oe^{rt}.
\]

Instead of focusing on the solution, we will look at the direction field. For positive \(r\), \(y'\) is positive for positive \(\langle y'\rangle\) and for negative \(\langle r\rangle\), \(\langle y'\rangle\) is negative for positive \(\langle y'\rangle\). This models exponential growth and decay as we should expect.

Below is the direction field for \(r = 2\).
The exponential model has the shortcomings of assuming that the population can increase without bound. Usually there is a limit to the population bases on space, food, and other resources. To handle this, we include a factor that will equal zero when this limit is hit. If the limit is $K$, then the adjusted model becomes

$$\frac{dy}{dt} = ry \left(1-\frac{y}{K}\right).$$

The graph of 

$$f(y) = 2y(1-\frac{y}{50})$$

is shown below.

This tells us how to sketch the direction field. Sketch the direction field first for points on the $y$-axis. The slope is zero for $y = 0$ and $y = 50$, positive for $y$ between $0$ and $50$ and negative elsewhere. Then repeat these slopes as we move horizontally. The direction field is shown below.
We can see that no matter what the initial population, the limiting population is 50. We call \( y = 50 \) a *stable equilibrium*.

In nature there is another phenomenon that directs population growth. For some species, if there is not a critical mass of the species in the location, the species will become extinct. Reasons for this include the ability to find a mate and the necessity to live in a pack. This critical mass is called the *threshold level*. If \( T \) is the threshold level the the differential equation that models exponential growth with a threshold level is

\[
\frac{dy}{dt} = -ry(1-\frac{y}{T}).
\]

Notice the similarity between the differential equations that model logistics growth and growth with a threshold. The graph of

\[
f(y) = -5y(1-\frac{y}{15})
\]

is shown below.

The slope is zero for \( y = 0 \) and \( y = 15 \), negative for \( y \) between 0 and 15 and positive elsewhere. The direction field is shown below.
We see that if the population begins above 15, the population will increase without bound and if the population begins below 15, the species will become extinct. We call \( y = 15 \) a *unstable equilibrium*.

If we combine the two models, we get a model for a population with both a carrying capacity and a threshold. In general the equation is

\[
\frac{dy}{dt} = -ry \left(1-\frac{y}{T}\right)(1-yK).
\]

The graph of

\[
f(y) = -2y(1-\frac{y}{15})(1-\frac{y}{50})
\]

is shown below.

The slope is zero for \( y = 0 \), \( y = 15 \), and \( y = 50 \), negative for \( y \) between 0 and 15 and for \( y \) greater than 50 and positive elsewhere. The direction field is shown below.
Finally consider the autonomous differential equation

\[ f(y) = y(1 - \frac{y}{15})^2. \]

Now the slope is 0 at \( y = 0 \) and \( y = 15 \), but is positive for positive values of \( y \). The direction field is shown below.

Now the line \( y = 15 \) has the property that if the population starts below 15, the limiting population will tend toward 15, while if the population starts above 15 it will go away from 15. We call \( y = 15 \) a *semi-stable equilibrium*.
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